Point clouds of 3D scenes are widely applied in guiding the visually impaired by precious research. Many auxiliary systems for the visually impaired are integrated with RGB-D sensors such as Kinect and binocular cameras, which are able to acquire depth pictures and 3D point clouds. Real-time location of objects is adjusted to the world coordinate system through utilization of attitude angle transducers. This paper proposed a novel approach of scene segmentation based on the estimation of normal vectors of a point cloud. Multiplying a point cloud's normal vectors in two directions helps to eliminate correlation in different directions. It is used to split a stereo scene into several surfaces such as ground, walls and slopes. The method is faster and can obtain more separated results than RANSAC algorithm. Besides, three ways to evaluate surface smoothness are compared, including inconsistent degree of normal vectors, variance of depths and difference between normal vectors of two sizes of adjacent regions. Experimental results attained from indoor and outdoor circumstances are presented to validate the approach. It is demonstrated that the proposed method can be efficiently applied into scene segmentation and guiding the visually impaired.
Introduction
Vision is the most important means of one's accessing to outside information and knowledge. The visually impaired people's life is limited on many aspects due to loss of normal visual ability. According to World Health Organization, 285 million people are estimated to be visually impaired worldwide and 39 million are blind in 2014 [20] .
Traditional auxiliary tool for the blind is simple and crude with an ordinary tactile stick, which is not intelligent and convenient. Modern solutions for aiding blind people are making progressive development with the improvement of ranging technology accompanied by the increased popularity of wearable and small mobile computer devices [8] . Ranging technique with RGB-D sensors such as Microsoft Kinect [10] and binocular cameras is a ubiquitous choice for blind guiding system since it can fit various technical and economic requirements. RGB-D sensors obtain a depth picture and a colour picture which can generate a 3D point cloud. These RGB-D sensors represent a versatile, reliable and costeffective solution that is rapidly gaining interest within the blind aiding community.
M. Zöllner and S. Huber presented a proof-of-concept of a mobile navigational aid [22] . They shot a validation video which adopted the Microsoft Kinect and optical marker tracking to find ways inside buildings. Kinect is a sensor for the game controller Xbox 360 [18] . Point clouds and depth pictures acquired by RGB-D sensors are widely used in identifying scenes and guiding blind. L. Johnson and C. Higgins adopted a camera belt with two webcams to acquire depth pictures. Depth pictures are then processed to determine how far a connected object is from the cameras [9] . H. Mori and S. Kotani designed Robotic Travel Aid (RoTA) which acts as an intelligent cart for the visually impaired and the disabled. Their guiding cart is integrated with a stereo camera and an image processing system which are able to get path data and obstacle data [14] .
S. Cockrell presented an algorithm which uses point cloud data from the Kinect. His algorithm analyses Kinect data to classify areas according to their drivability then it can identify features of the navigation surface in front of a smart wheelchair robot to assist disabled people [6] . N. Molton and S. Se described a portable vision-based obstacle detection system for blind people. Stereo vision with two Sony cameras is adopted in their system. Their algorithm uses depth pictures acquired by binocular camera to estimate a ground region. In this way, obstacle is detected through comparison of seen depth picture with expected standard ground plane. To determine the coefficients of the ground plane every frame, least square fitting or RANSAC algorithm needs to be employed which requires considerable calculation amount [13] . A. Aladrén and G. lópez-Nicolás combined depth information and colour images for floor segmentation. RGB-D data is captured by the Asus Xtion Pro live camera [21] , from which they fused range information and colour information to detect obstacle-free paths. Their system is tested to be 99% of precision in real scenarios but the overall system runs at approximately 0.3 frames/s [1] . Performance in processing speed is not ideal because RANSAC algorithm is used for plane parameters estimation. Masahiro Tanaka put forward an algorithm for robust parameter estimation of road condition by Kinect sensor, taking into account of the pitch angle and roll angle of the sensor [19] . Random sample consensus (RANSAC) is an algorithm for fitting a model to experimental data such as fitting a 3D plane to a point cloud [7] . Such algorithms need a certain number of computation solutions to come to a precise result.
Rather than detecting obstacle or estimating ground plane, M. Bellone and A. Messina put forward an approach to differentiate traversable and non-traversable regions of the environment that could enhance safety. A terrain is represented by accurate and dense 3D point clouds generated from Microsoft Kinect and Asus Xtion in their system. They defined an Unevenness Point Descriptor to assess walkability of the surrounding environment [2, 3, 4] . X. Lu and R. Manduchi also used 3D data from commercial stereo systems to detect and precisely localize curbs and stairways for autonomous navigation. Their system runs at about 4Hz on a 1GHz laptop including stereo computation [12] .
In place of attaching importance to accurate obstacle detection and ground plane estimation as with previous studies, our approach focuses on scene segmentation. Despite the fact that blind people care about nearby situation most, they also want to know the whole environment situation. This is a key issue not only to detect near obstacles but also to allow the circumstance of surroundings distinguished. An integrated guiding system should have function of notifying the users such as where the walls are, whether there is a slope and the directions of stairs from the position he stands.
Our approach attempts to solve the problem based on the estimation of normal vectors of a point cloud. Though RANSAC algorithm can fulfil the task of scene segmenting, it is unfit for real-time processing. Multiplying a point cloud's normal vectors in two different directions helps to eliminate correlation and segment. For this reason, it is used to split a stereo scene into several surfaces such as ground, walls and slopes. Other than the new approach to segment scenes, three ways to evaluate surface smoothness are compared.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, an overview of the guiding system is presented including the 3D data acquiring method and the device for human computer interaction. In Section 3, the algorithm of scene segmentation is detailed elaborated and the results are shown. In Section 4, three methods to assess surface smoothness are introduced. The processing speed and efficiency of these three methods are compared. Finally, conclusions are drawn and future work is expected in Section 5.
System overview
The visually-impaired aiding system structure is shown in Figure1. For each input from the Kinect, process and segmentation include five main steps. The Kinect and JY-901B which contains MPU6050 module are connected to a laptop to input data. A vibrating belt and a voice module are adopted as feedback device. In our system, the Microsoft Kinect is utilized to obtain depth pictures which generate 3D cloud points. The grey level of a pixel in depth picture represents the distance from the object to the principle plane of the optic centre of the camera. With the function MapDepthFrameToCameraSpace in the Kinect SDK, we can also acquire x and y coordinates other than z coordinates in the depth picture. Set the optic centre of Kinect as origin, the y coordinates represent the perpendicular distance from the object to the origin, and the x coordinates represent the horizontal distance. However, the pitch angle of Kinect or another RGB-D sensor is constantly changing since the visually impaired people are pacing during navigation. A perceiving attitude angle module is equipped to improve the applicability of our system. As shown in Figure 2 , the JY-901B attitude angle sensor is mounted on the Kinect, and the kernel module of the attitude angle sensor is MPU6050 which measures angular acceleration in three directions, so the pitch angle and tilt angle of the Kinect is known. The approach based on the estimation of normal vectors of point cloud is detailed described in Section III. In this work, we use C++ programming language in Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 to develop our system. Processing of raw data is performed with help of PCL (Point Cloud Library) [16] and OpenCV [15] .
After point cloud processing and scene segmenting, we need to give instant feedback to the users. Our system uses voice prompts and a vibrating belt to feed back to the visually impaired. As shown in Figure 2 , the black belt is equipped with seven small vibrators commanded by a laptop in the backpack. The vibrators are working according to different orders for different scene situation. Not only the obstacle information detected but also the scene segmentation result is conveyed through the voice feedback. Vibrating belt is more prompt than voice feedback but voice alerts can provide more explicit information. Since this is not the major part of this paper, we just need to know cooperation of voice and vibration is a valid way of feedback to the blind.
3 Algorithm of scene segmentation
Point cloud pre-processing
Before implement our algorithm, point cloud pre-processing is significant to ensure qualified data for scene segmentation. Firstly, we down-size the depth picture of the Kinect from 512×424 to 128×106 to save computing time. Despite loss of accuracy, the smaller picture is adequate for our application since the information from the dense depth picture is abundant. Also, blind guiding doesn't require extremely high precision. Noise reduction is required for point cloud processing generally. However, the quality of depth picture from Kinect is pretty high for our application. Experimental results show that the random error of depth measurement ranges from a few millimetres up to about 4cm at the maximum range of the sensor [11] . Therefore, the de-nosing step is skipped in our algorithm to increase the frame rate.
Adjustment with attitude angle sensor
On the strength of the attitude transducer, x, y and z coordinates can be adjusted to the world coordinate system. Since the camera and the MPU6050 module are assembled together, the MPU6050 coordinate system and camera coordinate system are the same. The MPU6050 module and its coordinate system are shown in Figure 2 . Assume a point in the Kinect coordinate system is (Kx, Ky, Kz), and the attitude angle are a, b and c. That is to say, the point (Kx, Ky, Kz) rotates around the x-axis by =a, then rotates y-axis by =c, and rotates z-axis by γ=b in the end. As Formula (1) shown, multiplying the point coordinate (Kx, Ky, Kz) by the rotation matrix can obtain the point (Wx, Wy, Wz) in the world coordinate system. Besides, the RGB data are also calibrated with the function MapDepthFrameToColorSpace. In consequence, we can acquire a dense point cloud including x, y, z, RGB after eliminating the influence of angular deflection. (1)
Estimation of surface normal vectors
The algorithm of scene segmentation is based on the estimation of surface normal vectors of a point cloud. Integral graph and least square method are often used to estimate the normal vector. In our system, the solution to estimate normal vectors is via principal component analysis, which is to establish a covariance matrix from adjacent points of an efficient point. For a point Pi, corresponding covariance matrix C is calculated as Formula (2) shown. K is the number of adjacent points, and P is the 3D centroid of adjacent points.
i is the i-th eigenvalue, and J vJ v is the j-th eigenvector.
In this way, the normal vector
Pi is calculated as long as searching for adjacent points is done. In PCL, the normal vectors are calculated through the function computeCovarianceMatrix.
Segmentation of planes
The main goal of scene segmenting for guiding visuallyimpaired is to separate a typical indoor or outdoor scene into several planes. The visually-impaired expect the assistant device to be intelligent enough to have him or her known where the walls are and whether there is a slope or stairs. Points on a same plane have a similar normal vector. In this work, Z direction is defined to be parallel to horizontal plane, pointing to the front. Y direction is defined to be perpendicular to water level pointing upwards, and X, Y, Z are in a right handed system. The procedure of segmentation is shown in Figure 3 . Firstly, we use normal vectors in Z direction to differentiate ground and ceilings from other points. In this step, we have to set all the vectors positive in Z direction. Similarly, when processing the point clouds in other directions, it has to be done to eliminate the directional ambiguity. Adaptive threshold method is adopted, which avoids the misjudgement caused by fixed and artificial threshold setting. The self-adaptive threshold is multiplied by a larger factor because ground is considered to be parallel to horizontal plane. Next, normal vectors in X and Y direction are employed to distinguish walls or slope. Multiplying normal vectors in (Z, X) or (Y, Z) directions helps to eliminate correlation in different directions to discriminate walls. Next, remaining points which are not marked are used to detect if there are stairs. In this work, one way to quickly check out if there are stairs is to view the histogram of y coordinate in world coordinate system. Several peaks in the histogram will be seen so the number of stairs can be counted to notify the users. Finally, the segmentation result is transferred to the users through voice vibrating belt and voice assembly.
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Segmentation results
Extensive tests were performed to test the algorithm. First, a typical static scene condition without stairs is considered, which is obtained in the laboratory corridor. Afterwards, a scenario with stairs and moving people is analysed. Figure 4 shows a typical indoor scene containing ground and two walls. The red arrows show the world coordinate system. The left picture in Figure 4 (a) is the colour picture mapped from the depth picture on the right. In this experiment, the search radius is 0.03m when searching for adjacent points to calculate normal vectors based the range of the Kinect (0.5-8m) and the ordinary size of wall corner. Shown in the 128×106 pseudo colour picture, the ground and ceilings are marked in red, and the two walls are marked in blue and green. The static indoor scene has been successfully segmented into the three main planes. The connected walls have been correctly segmented into two different planes even though the normal vectors of the two planes are not parallel to coordinate axes. Figure 4 : (a) Indoor environment depth picture and colour picture; (b) Segmentation result pseudo colorized Figure 5 shows an indoor scene with both stairs and moving people. Other than ground and walls segmenting, we use histogram of y in world coordinate system to detect stairs in this work. In the histogram picture, the number of peaks and the space between peaks can be used forecast the step number and width. As shown in Figure 6 , the red curve is the y coordinate histogram and the blue curve is the result after Gaussian filtering. This method works well both when ascending and descending the stairs. The whole segmenting program run at approximately 0.6 frames/s on a 2.6GHz laptop. The performance is faster than RANSAC algorithm in estimating normal vectors, but it is not suitable for real-time application yet. With help of CMake [5] and newer versions of the PCLs can take advantage of parallel computation and improve the processing speed greatly. 
Surface smoothness assessment
In this part, three methods to assess smoothness are introduced and compared. It can be told by assessing smoothness whether or not the surface is walkable for the visually impaired. Assumed there is a tactile sensor which can express the smoothness of the ground in front of the user, he or she is able to wander freely as if he knows exactly the terrain by touching the device. Thus, safe navigation of the visually impaired can be assured in various environments.
We choose the situation shown in Figure 7 to analyse because it contains both a concrete surface and patches of grass. The first way is using an Unevenness Point Descriptor (UPD) in [4] . The descriptor is defined to measure consistent degree of normal vectors as Formula (3) shown. K is the number of adjacent points, and the numerator is sum of surface normal vectors of adjacent points. The bigger the UPD, the more consistent of normal vectors. The bigger the UPD, the more smooth the surface. UPD varies from 2 /2 to 1. The second way is using variance of y in world coordinate shown in Formula (4), which is the variance of adjacent points' height. The smaller the VAR, the more smooth the surface. 
The results of surface smoothness assessment by the three ways are shown in Figure 8 . For (a), blue represents more smooth and red the contrary and for (b) (c), red represents more smooth and blue the contrary. In UPD and VAR method, search radius is 0.03m. In DNV method, two search radii are respectively 0.03m and 0.1m. Three ways can all be used in assess smoothness of surface, but each one has its superiority and weakness. The UPD and VAR method can measure smoothness from an essential perspective. VAR method is simple but it is sensitive to error points and it is only suitable for one direction analysis, otherwise it should calculate variance of coordinates in other directions or variance of 3D coordinates. UPD method is suitable for surface in different directions but is the slowest method because it has to search for adjacent points and estimate normal vectors for every efficient point. DNV is a way to indirectly measure surface smoothness but it is the fastest method because it just needs a subtraction of normal vectors of two search radii. 
Conclusions and future work
Based on the fact that plenty of obstacle and ground detecting methods for blind guiding are studied by precious research, the approach presented in this paper serves as a supplementary function in navigation. We adopt a commercial RGB-D camera and a low-cost attitude angle sensor, from which we fuse depth pictures and attitude angle of the camera to obtain point clouds in world coordinate system. Making use of point clouds and surface normal vectors estimated, our method can segment ground, ceilings, walls and stairs correctly, which will benefit the visually impaired a lot. Besides, a new way to evaluate smoothness of surfaces is proposed, and three valid methods are compared.
In the future, we aim to incessantly enhance our navigation system for guiding the visually impaired. (1) The implementation of the algorithm is not yet optimized, so we are looking forward to improve the frame rate with program parallel data processing. (2) The approach in outdoor environment is limited because the Kinect will be influenced in direct sunshine. We plan to integrate binocular camera in the system to improve its applicability in various environment. (3) Finally, we intend to make a tactile feedback device which would help to express the terrain situation.
